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The Divine Plan
Giving and Receiving
The Rise of the Feminine Energy
By setting your intentions, choices will appear and your divine plan will flow.
Being selective when making choices will allow the balance of giving and
receiving.
From time to time in your life, doubt will arise. It is important to remain in the
consciousness of the being of who you are and open to receive love.
Your divine plan will transpire. It is about opening your heart so you can remain
open to what transpires before you, to then make choices that serve your highest
good.
Doorways will open for you in your divine plan. It is about choosing to walk
though the doorway based upon who you are, what you want, the beingness of you
and your truth. You will now walk through those doorways in a greater
powerfulness and knowingness of who you are as well as a knowingness of the
purpose of who you are and your endeavors.
When the doorway opens in your divine plan, it is not about peeking through the
doorways with trepidation, though you may do this. Yet, based upon your inner
work many have moved to a place to now stand in your powerfulness so when you
walk through the doorway, there is a knowingness of who you are. Thus now
directing your life through the assertive masculine and opening up in the depth and
breadth of your heart space to receive through the divine feminine. This is the
balancing of the masculine and feminine energies within you.
Many now are seeing a greater meaning value and purpose for themselves. This
will continue to escalate as you ascend in your divine plan.
Balancing giving and receiving begins by opening your heart as you bring you and
your energy to the world, then seeing what transpires as you do so. By doing this,
you then allow what transpires and the opportunities that come, and with your
heart open receiving what may come.

You can now focus on your intentions and bring them out to the world and allow
life to unfold. Doorways will open for you, it is important for you to remain
conscious when they do.
The feminine energy in your world is standing for truth more powerfully in a more
compassionate way. It is about becoming more assertive with compassion. It is
now about combining the assertive aspect of the masculine energy with the
compassion of the feminine. It is about becoming more assertive bringing love and
compassion to the world. Doing this can affect change as opposed to the old way
of the aggressive masculine needing to be right by forcefully imposing upon others
what you may have thought was right.
What is transpiring now through the process of beingness and opening your heart
space to give and receive love, is the feminine energy rising through love and
compassion and assertively bringing this out to the world.
As the masculine aspects of yourself are healing, your feminine aspects can
combine with your healed masculine. Many of the masculine gender are learning
to open their heart to receive love and be more compassionate with themselves.
Those of the feminine gender are doing the same because of the old paradigm of
their wounding and conditioning was the need to keep up with the masculine.
What those of the feminine gender are finding now as they move into their truth
and the beingness of who they are, is the powerfulness of their feminine energy.
They are finding as well, the powerfulness of compassion, love and receiving. By
then combining this with the assertive masculine energy and moving forward out
into the world is how you can affect change.
It is not about moving out aggressively to forcefully tell others who you are, what
you think, what is important to you and what you think is right. It is about opening
your heart space to compassion, to love and assertively bringing this out to the
world that will allow others to hear your message with love.
When you move out into the world with assertive, compassionate energy, it allows
others to open their heart space to receive and gives them the freedom to be who
they are. This is the shift of the feminine rising in your world today. It is not only
rising in those of the feminine gender but in the masculine gender as well.
This is the reason why We continually ask you to move into your truth of peace,
love, community, harmony and equality so you can move into your beingness of
who you are and assertively bring that out to the world with love and compassion
for others. This will move you into community, a collective and all inclusiveness.
By opening your heart space to assert yourself out into the world with compassion
and love, you can see others for who they are, and see through their mask to their

essence. This will allow them the safety to open their heart. It is important to see
the old masculine energy of aggression, of pushing energy at others that creates a
wall and resistance to the pushing of the aggressive masculine. It is important to
know that this needs to shift and is shifting now in many.
It is important now to be assertive with your compassion and love for others.

